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Today, more than ever, packaging and logistics have proven to be essential in bringing products and services to people. 

They have rediscovered their true purpose: to protect what matters and help it reach everyone.

Our industry has come together with a new power to respond to the emergency situation affecting the whole planet. After 
more than a year of little direct contact with customers and collaborators, Hispack  will  be  one of the  best  
opportunities  on the international exhibition calendar to resume relationships and help kick-start the industry and 
the business. 

We will be the meeting point for this push to move forward. Because we have an in-depth knowledge of the audience, 

the needs and the challenges of each packaging sector, and our aim is to add value to each of them.

We have created a new structure that will offer the best visitor
experience and attract new types of professionals involved in packaging.
We’re putting all our knowledge and experience at the service of your business, with personalised content and specific routes to 

help you connect with and impact the visitors who are seeking out your innovations. 

Let's meet up again in 2022 at a great fair with international convening 
power.

HISPACK ADDS 
A NEW DIGITAL PLATFORM
This year, at Hispack we are launching an innovative format to adapt to the current circumstances.

The show will allow you to enjoy a new hybrid experience, which will take advantage of the full potential of a face-to-face event 

with the support of new technologies. Our goal is to revitalise the entire packaging ecosystem, the process and logistics, 

stimulate networking and connect the innovations offered by your business with your target audience around the world.

Most importantly, we are also focussing on the internationalisation of the event. This platform will enhance 

Hispack’s ability to reach audiences in all countries and share, on a global scale, all the knowledge and innovation that 

packaging offers to the food and non-food industries.

What advantages does the new digital platform offer?

DRIVING THE NEW POWER 
OF PACKAGING

Having a private space 
to present your new 

developments

Networking and scheduling 
B2B meetings        

Capturing qualified 
leads

Streaming talks and other 
valuable content

Connecting with audiences 
all around the world
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PACKAGING, PROCESS 
& LOGISTICS

WE ARE 
HISPACK...

BECAUSE 
PACKAGING 
IMPROVES 
PEOPLE’S LIVES

We are a facilitator of ongoing 
interactions between the supply 
and demand sectors that puts 
the spotlight on innovation.

We are a platform with an active 
role in promoting the incubation 
and implementation of solutions 
for these demand sectors and 
helping the industry to achieve 
success in the future.

We are the great driving force 
of a sector that provides a 
strategic response to the market 
needs of the entire value chain, 
from the suppliers of packaging 
solutions to the end users of the 
products.

packaging cycle 
at Hispack 2022
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A MULTI-SECTORAL SHOW

THE HISPACK 
COMMITMENT
At Hispack, we promote the work that packaging, processing and logistics are doing to tackle the pandemic. 

The role of our industry has been fundamental in bringing people the products and services they need in this exceptional 

situation we are experiencing.

For this reason, we are making every effort to continue being the meeting point for the sector, adding a new 
digital platform to the face-to-face part of Hispack 2022, which will allow us to reach a more global audience. 

In this next edition, we are setting ourselves three targets to ensure that the power of packaging continues to grow.

• To offer the best domestic and international supply for visitors. In 2018, we had over 1,400 brands represented.

• To attract visitors with high-level decision-making power that represent the entire value chain, ensuring the

attendance of leading brands from each supply and demand sector and guaranteeing that the majority of the professional

visitors are involved in the buying decision process.

• To provide all the knowledge, resources and tools necessary to facilitate business between exhibitors and visitors.

Machinery manufacturer

Materials manufacturer

Machinery distributor

Engineering

Design

Consulting

Ingredients manufacturer

Graphic industry

Public institution

Logistics operator

Machinery importer

Association

Research centre Other companies

End-product manufacturers

62.8% 37.2%

Profile of the visiting companies

Food 50%
Non-food 37%
Both 13%
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FOOD AND DRINK
Food and drink are the main demand sectors at the trade show. These sectors are constantly 
changing to adapt to consumer trends and habits and drive sales. Innovation is part of the DNA of 
the food industry and packaging is one of the main areas in its transformation process.

CHEMICALS
The chemical industry has traditionally been the most important demand sector at Hispack, in 
the search for packaging solutions both for the storage of raw materials and also for the finished 
product. With major challenges in sustainability and safety, the sector looks to packaging to find 
new solutions.

COSMETICS AND PERFUMERY
Cosmetics and perfumery is the field that grew most in terms of attendance at the previous 
edition of Hispack. In a sector where the container is as important as the product, packaging must 
constantly reinvent itself and continuously seek excellence and new materials that in addition to 
being functional are also able to surprise.

DRUGSTORE PRODUCTS
Functionality, dosing and product storage are key in this sector, one of the major consumers of 
packaging. Sustainability is one of the great challenges for a speciality which needs to create 
impact in the sales display and also offer a satisfactory user experience to increasingly discerning 
customers.

PHARMACEUTICALS
The pharmaceutical sector is the third largest in attendance at Hispack and also faces new 
challenges at the point of sale as well as in creativity and innovation in its packaging. This is a 
very specific sector with production, packaging and logistics processes for extremely sensitive 
products. Its quality standards are extremely demanding and have a very high impact on 
packaging.

AUTOMOTIVE
The automotive industry and those sectors linked to it have been pioneers in the implementation 
of industrial automation and robotics solutions. In this industry 4.0 paradigm, the search for 
increasingly intelligent packaging, coding and handling solutions represents a fundamental part of 
the production process in this industry.

INDUSTRIAL GOODS
This is one of the most important non-food sectors for Hispack. Despite being invisible packaging, 
it is essential for the sector’s logistical operations. The need to optimise costs and be efficient 
without sacrificing quality and safety requires constant innovation to improve transport and storage.

OTHER NON-FOOD SECTORS
Any production or commercial activity needs packaging, handling and storage solutions to help it 
optimise its supply chain.

DEMAND SECTORS
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Noteworthy Hispack events:
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Hispack is coming to you stronger than ever to become the catalyst for the entire packaging ecosystem and its logistics. 

The event has the collaboration of over 70 entities from the business sector, both supply and demand, which provide 
innovation.

The show will be the meeting point that enables collaboration and synergies between all members of the value chain, by 

promoting the development of projects, encouraging networking and interrelations with other sectors and generating new 

business opportunities between the suppliers and users of packaging solutions.

We will also continue to host the prestigious Liderpack Awards, of international renown, which recognise the best 

packaging aimed at the end consumer and will organise the Packaging talks, a programme of national talks on packaging 

with professionals from design and the packaging industry.

Innovation, industry and the market come together at Hispack, allowing it to expand its influence beyond the event itself and act 

as the creator of a unique ecosystem that drives the future of the packaging industry.

To do this, we will create a programme with over 60 multi-sector activities,, permanent and remote, whose contents 

will respond to the innovation challenges for packaging and its application, both in the food and drink sector and in other 

consumer and industrial sectors.

MUCH MORE 
THAN AN EVENT: 
AN ECOSYSTEM 
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BEYOND THE 
CHALLENGES OF THE SECTOR
Since 2018, Hispack Challenges has presented an extensive programme of training and valuable activities 

to tackle the great challenges facing the sector, from the digitalisation of production processes to sustainability and 

logistics, and attract high quality visitors from the entire value chain.
It is a space open to innovation that this year is further enhanced with the holding of over 150 talks.
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It is essential to increase the commitment towards more sustainable 

packaging. Biodegradable materials, eco-design, resource optimisation 

and the circular economy are examples of this commitment for us all 
to improve together.

Packaging and logistics work hand in hand to optimise time, costs 
and efficiency throughout the supply chain. It leads to a new way of 

thinking about and developing packaging.

Packaging impacts the consumer experience. Convenience packaging, 

smart and active packaging and personalisation are the trends that will 

mark the future of consumption.

Automation provides the sector with new tools to improve  the production 
process, quality management and industrial maintenance.
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3,962 international

visitors

73.8% involved in

the purchase decision

67%
with a managerial profile

85.6% satisfied

or very satisfied

MUCH MORE 
THAN A VISITOR:
A DECISION-MAKER
At Hispack 2018, over 39,500 visitors found solutions among the 843 exhibitors and the more than 1,400 brands 

represented.

This is what happens when we connect supply with the people who have the power to make decisions.

50% food

37% non-food

13% both

37.2 %
end-product manufacturers: 
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LEADING COMPANIES IN ALL SECTORS 
CHOOSE HISPACK
Attendance percentage of the 30 largest companies in Spain by turnover, end-product manufacturers from all sectors 

participating in Hispack 2018.

Fo
od

Meat 80%

Bakery, pastries and confectionery 80%

Beverages 60%

Dairy 55%

Fruit and vegetables 50%

Fish and seafood 35%

Preserves 40%

Oil 40%

No
n-

fo
od

Chemist products and perfumery 25%

Chemicals 45%

Pharmaceuticals 55%

Automotive 49%

Industrial goods 30%

Textiles 25%

Construction 25%

Consumer electronics 30%
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THERE ARE A LOT OF HISPACKS 
AT HISPACK 2022
Hispack 2022 will occupy pavilions 2 and 3 of the Gran Via Venue and it will be more cross-cutting than 
ever. In order to respond to the specific needs of each packaging sector, we have created a new structure with 

high quality activities organised according to the topics of interest for the different representatives of the value chain.

Moreover, specific routes will be designed to facilitate the interaction between supply and demand.

We are restructuring the sectors and halls to offer the best visitor experience for the entire value chain. 

LOGISTICS, AUTOMATION
& ROBOTICS
PABELLÓN 3 / HALL 3

Logística: intralogística, 
manipulación, almacenaje y  
transporte / Logistics: Intralogistics,  
handling, storage and transport
Automatización, robótica y 
digitalización / Automation, robotics  
and digitalisation 

PACKAGING MACHINERY
& PROCESS
PABELLÓN 3 / HALL 3

Maquinaria y accesorios de envase 
y embalaje / Packaging machinery 
and accessories 
Maquinaria para el proceso de 
fabricación de productos a envasar /  
Machinery for manufacturing  
products for packaging

32

LABELLING & BOTTLING
PABELLÓN 3 / HALL 3

Maquinaria y accesorios de 
embotellado / Bottling machinery  
and accessories
Maquinaria para etiquetado,  
codiÿcación y marcaje / Machinery  
for labelling, coding and marking

3

BRAND PACKAGING
PABELLÓN 2 / HALL 2

Brand packaging. Envases.  
Publicidad en el Lugar de Venta  
(PLV) / Brand packaging. Containers. 
Point of Purchase (POP).

INDUSTRIAL PACKAGING
PABELLÓN 2 / HALL 2

Embalaje industrial. Materias primas.  
Consumibles / Industrial packaging. 
Raw materials. Consumables.

Los sectores recuperación, tratamiento y reciclaje; empresas de consultoría, ingeniería y 
servicios; revistas técnicas y publicaciones; y asociaciones y organismos oficiales estarán 
distribuidos entre los pabellones 2 y 3.

The recovery, treatment and recycling; consulting, engineering and services companies; 
technical journals and publications; and associations and official organisations sectors will 
be in the halls 2 and 3. 

LOGISTICS, 
AUTOMATION 
& ROBOTICS

Logistics: Intralogistics,  
handling, storage and 
transport
Automation, robotics  
and digitalisation   

PACKAGING 
MACHINERY & 
PROCESS

Packaging machinery 
and accessories 
Machinery for 
manufacturing products 
for packaging

LABELLING & 
BOTTLING

Bottling machinery  and 
accessories
Machinery  for labelling, 
coding and marking

BRAND 
PACKAGING

Brand packaging. 
Containers
Point of Purchase (POP)

INDUSTRIAL 
PACKAGING

Industrial packaging. 
Raw materials. 
Consumables

Pl. Europa

Pl. Espanya

Gran Via

C. de les Ciències

C. Física

Av. Joan Carles I

C. Botànica C. del FocL9 / Fira

H12

Europa / Fira

L9

A

C D

B

Oficinas Hispack ParkingCIS: Customer Information Services

Sala de Prensa Guardarropía

1

2

3

4

5

ACCESO 
SUR

ACCESO 
ESTE

CC1



Bottling machinery and accessories Machinery for labelling, coding and marking

Logistics: intralogistics, handling, storage and transport Automation, robotics and digitalisation

Packing machinery and accessories
Machinery for manufacturing products to be packaged

International Business Centre
The meeting point for our international visitors, delegations and guests of the buyer programme. With personalised routes 
to learn more about the show, as well as workshops and talks focused on the internationalisation of businesses.

Innovation & Startups Village Hispack 
The future comes to life here. An exhibition area to discover the latest innovations and startups that will revolutionise the 

future of packaging.

Brand Packaging, packaging and POS 
Premiumpack

Industrial packaging, raw materials and consumables

PACKAGING, PROCESS & LOGISTICS

The recovery, treatment and recycling sectors, the consulting, engineering and services companies, the technical 
journals and publications and the associations and official organisations will be also distributed across pavilions 2 

and 3.

HISPACK ACTIVITIES
Hispack Challenges
Sustainability: promoting more sustainable packaging.

Packaging logistics: increasing efficiency through technology.

User experience: because brands need experiences.

Automation: how does automation improve the future of packaging?

NEW

NEW
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BARCELONA, A UNIQUE CITY 
FOR LEISURE AND BUSINESS
Barcelona is one of the world’s favourite cities for living, investing and doing business. A global powerhouse in attracting 

talent, innovation and technology and a world leader in hosting professional trade fairs and international conferences. 

The show will also be held at the Gran Via Venue, one of the largest and most innovative in all of Europe. Its halls have the 
most advanced technical and logistical features, making it the perfect place for Hispack 2022.



7 REASONS TO ATTEND 
HISPACK 2022

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

5.

Its timing. Hispack will be one of the great face-to-face meeting points in 2022. These new dates guarantee a 

strong edition at the international level so that its effectiveness and scope as a commercial platform is a real 
boost in the activity of the participating companies.

Its audience: Hispack 2018 brought together 39,500 professional visitors with a high decision-making capacity 

from around the world. The majority of those attending were managerial staff with a direct influence over purchasing 

decisions. 

Its multi-sector focus: Hispack is cross-cutting and attracts all sectors with packaging needs (food and drink, 

chemicals, cosmetics and perfumery, chemist products, pharmaceuticals, industrial goods, other non-food 

sectors and the automotive sector). 

Its supply: Hispack covers the leading companies in the sector, both domestic and international, related to the 

life cycle of packaging.

Its connections: Hispack is a facilitator of constant synergies between supply and demand that promotes 
innovation in the sector. Let's meet up again to approach the  industry’s  new  challenges. 

Its business approach: Hispack is a first-class business centre where new business opportunities are generated 

for representatives of the value chain.

Do you need any more reasons? We have left this point blank so that you can tell us what you expect to 
find at Hispack 2022. Because the show is built with the involvement of the leading agents who, like you, have 

decided to participate.
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SALES 
DEPARTMENT
Carlos Aznar Gómez
Sales Director
Tel. +34 932 332 283
Mob. +34 636 471 657

caznar@firabarcelona.com 

BARCELONA

Sales team:

Omar Alonso
Tel. +34 932 332 696
Mob. +34 600 541 044

oalonso@firabarcelona.com

Esther Boscà
Tel. +34 932 332 281
Mob. +34 679 226 560

ebosca@firabarcelona.com

Joan Macià
Tel. +34 932 332 073
Mob. +34 649 869 909

jmacia@firabarcelona.com

Asun Troy
Tel. +34 932 332 328
Mob. +34 649 857 309

atroy@firabarcelona.com 

MADRID OFFICE

Beatriz Fernández
Mob. +34 663 201 421

bfernandez@firabarcelona.com

Xavier Pascual
Show Director

Tel. +34 932 332 000

xpascual@firabarcelona.com 

Antoni Pinós
Head of promotion, advertising and 

visitors

Tel. +34 932 332 869

apinos@firabarcelona.com 

Mireia Serra
Content Manager

Tel. +34 932 332 135

mserrale@firabarcelona.com

Montse López
Visitor Manager

Tel. +34 932 332 019

mlopez@firabarcelona.com 

Montse Sánchez
Project Manager

Tel. +34 932 332 626

msanchezr@firabarcelona.com 

Teresa Herrera
Assistant

Tel. +34 932 332 000

therrera@firabarcelona.com 

M. Dolors Herranz
Press Officer

Tel. +34 932 332 541

mdherranz@firabarcelona.com

CONTACT US

AN ENTIRE TEAM WORKING 
TO ACCOMPANY YOU IN YOUR SUCCESS
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GERMANY

Messe Barcelona
Albrechtstrasse, 8
72072 Tubinga, Germany
Tel. 0049 7071 365 595
Fax 0049 7071 365 596
germany@firabarcelona.com

AUSTRIA 

Messe Barcelona
Albrechtstrasse, 8
72072 Tubinga, Germany 
Tel. 0049 7071 365 595
Fax 0049 7071 365 596
austria@firabarcelona.com

BELGIUM             

Exposervice
Heihoekstraat, 133 B5
9100 Nieuwkerken, Belgium 
Tel. 0032 376 611 99
Fax 0032 376 643 90
benelux@firabarcelona.com
kris@exposervice.be

CHINA 

Noe China
Rm. 616, Juan Mansion, 
n.º 211 Urumchi (N.)
Rd., Jingan Dstr.
200040 Shanghái, China
Tel. 0086 21 516 96889
Fax 0086 21 510 79779
china@firabarcelona.com

FRANCE

BCN Promotions
9, rue Jacques Hillairet 
F-75012 Paris, France
Tel. 0033 1 47 07 29 39
Fax 0033 1 47 07 32 10
france@firabarcelona.com

HONG KONG 

Noe China
Rm. 616, Juan Mansion, n.º 211 
Urumchi (N.) 
Rd., Jingan Dstr. 
200040 Shanghái, China
Tel. 0086 21 516 96889
Fax 0086 21 510 79779
hongkong@firabarcelona.com

IRELAND

Expandys Limited 
Expandys Ltd.
Peek House 20 Eastcheap
EC3M 1EB London, United Kingdom 
Tel. 0044 2077 238327
Fax 0044 2071 704125
ireland@firabarcelona.com

ISRAEL

Viserco
Corex House, 10 Zarchin St. 
P.O. Box 3030 
Ra'anana 43662, Israel
Tel. 00972 9 777 68 08
Fax 00972 9 777 68 05
israel@firabarcelona.com

ITALY

Expo Consulting
Via Brugnoli, 8 
40122 Bologna, Italy 
Tel. 0039 051 649 31 89
Fax 0039 051 649 32 42
italy@firabarcelona.com

LUXEMBOURG              

Exposervice
Heihoekstraat, 133 B5
9100 Nieuwkerken, Belgium 
Tel. 0032-3-766 11 99
Fax 0032-3-766 43 90
benelux@firabarcelona.com
kris@exposervice.be

NETHERLANDS             

Exposervice
Heihoekstraat, 133 B5
9100 Nieuwkerken, Belgium 
Tel. 0032-3-766 11 99
Fax 0032-3-766 43 90
benelux@firabarcelona.com
kris@exposervice.be

PORTUGAL

Expotec 
Rua da Azinhaga, 57
2890-174 Alcochete, Portugal
Tel. 00351 214 002 094
Fax 00351 212 342 776
portugal@firabarcelona.com

UNITED KINGDOM

Expandys Limited 
Expandys Ltd.
Peek House 20 Eastcheap
EC3M 1EB London,  
United Kingdom 
Tel. 0044 2077 238327
Fax 0044 2071 704125
unitedkingdom@firabarcelona.com

SWITZERLAND

Messe Barcelona
Albrechtstrasse, 8
72072 Tubinga, Germany  
Tel. 0049 7071 365 595
Fax 0049 7071 365 596
switzerland@firabarcelona.com

TURKEY

Senexpo International Fairs Inc.
Hurriyet Mah.dr.cemil Bengu Cad.no 73 

Kagithane

Istanbul 34403 – Turkey

Tel. 0090 21 222 46878

info@senexpo.com.tr

INTERNATIONAL 
OFFICES



24-27 MAY 2022
GRAN VIA VENUE  - BARCELONA

Food and non-food sector 
professionals seek your innovation




